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P R O C E E D I N G S1

10:32 A.M.2

JUDGE GIBSON:  Could I have announcements3

of counsel?4

MR. FRANTZ:  For the Applicant, this is5

Steve Frantz.  I have with me my partners, John6

Matthews and Stephen Burdick, along with a number of7

other folks who are listening in.8

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.  Intervenors?9

MR. EYE:  Yes, good morning.  This is Bob10

Eye and Brett Jarmer for the Intervenors.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  And staff?12

MR. SPENCER:  Yes, this is Michael Spencer13

for the staff, along with Richard Harper and technical14

reviewer, Anneliese Simmons.15

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  Well, let me16

first address the question that's likely of greatest17

concern to everyone and that is the Government18

shutdown.  Apparently, the NRC has enough money to19

carry us through this week because of some money that20

wasn't spent in the last fiscal year, but that's about21

it.  And so unless Congress quickly passes a22

continuing resolution that the President will sign,23

we're going to have to pull the plug on the hearing.24

Because I don't know what the status of25
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this is going to be, rather than waiting on any formal1

order from the Board, I would like for you all to stay2

in contact with Mr. Thurman and he will be getting3

word to you as soon as we know anything by email.  And4

if you have any concerns please contact him.  5

I apologize for any inconvenience, but6

that's the state of our Government.  We simply just7

don't know.8

At the same time, I think there is a9

realistic possibility at least that we may have10

funding and if that is the case, then we'll be able to11

proceed to our hearing.  And so I think for the rest12

of the pretrial, we need to try to address all of13

those issues as if the hearing were going to go14

forward.  15

In that regard, the first issue I want to16

address are logistics.17

MR. FRANTZ:  Judge Gibson?18

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.19

MR. FRANTZ:  I'm sorry, this is Steve20

Frantz.21

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.22

MR. FRANTZ:  Is it possible for the Board23

to say that Congress provides funding by a certain24

date, say a week from today that the hearing will go25
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forward?1

JUDGE GIBSON:  Certainly, certainly.  I2

mean we're going to -- Mr. Frantz, we're going to hold3

out that hope as long as possible.  We're not going to4

-- we have no interest in pulling the plug on this.5

And if there's any way to go forward, we will.  I just6

simply wanted you all to be aware of the fact that if7

-- we are certainly not deemed to be essential8

personnel and adjudicatory proceedings are not deemed9

to be essential actions of the Agency.  And so absent10

funding, we can go forward, but we definitely will11

hold out the hope as long as we can.12

At some point though, we'll just have to13

stop.  I understand, for example, that the EDO here14

has directed that if there's no continuing resolution15

by Friday that all travel for next week will be16

canceled.  Now that -- it says nothing about the17

following week, although it is important to realize18

that according to the Secretary of Treasury's19

projections the Government runs out of borrowing20

authority on October 17 which would be the second day21

of our hearing and there's a great deal of discussion22

about what would be the point of starting the23

Government back up if we're not going to have24

borrowing authority on the 17th.25
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So it's a lot of moving pieces, but at1

some point we're just going to have to halt it.  2

Does that help, Mr. Frantz?3

MR. FRANTZ:  Yes.  I appreciate the4

difficult position the Board is in and that5

explanation did help.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  My understanding is that7

the Courts are still open, so presumably the8

courthouse in Houston is still open.  We certainly9

have not gotten any word to the contrary.  And so10

we'll definitely go forward if we can, but as I11

understand it, the NRC  -- I understand, for example,12

that FERC has enough money to last all month.  But the13

NRC is not in the same shape and so we only have14

enough for this week apparently.  So we're just sort15

of waiting, as are you.16

JUDGE ARNOLD:  This is Judge Arnold.  My17

understanding is we are scheduled to be furloughed on18

Wednesday, so you will definitely know at the latest19

Tuesday whether this is going to happen or not.20

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes, and that's an21

excellent point, Judge Arnold, and let me underline22

this.  If there are any exigencies that come up for23

you that really will force this as to pull the plug on24

it, please let Mr. Thurman know.  And so we'll know.25
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If for some reason one of the parties can't go forward1

if we don't know any earlier than X, and we'll do2

that.  But I mean we're just sort of all in a holding3

pattern right now.4

Is there anything else about the shutdown5

and its implications that you all need to say before6

we go forward?  7

Hearing none, I think we need to proceed8

with this pretrial as if our hearing was going to go9

forward on October 16 and 17 in Houston.  The first10

item that I want to address is logistics.  I11

understand there have been some questions raised about12

our facility there.  It is not perfect by any stretch13

of the imagination.  It's close to it, but it doesn't14

have everything we need.  As I understand it, there is15

no WiFi available.  There are no breakout rooms16

available and there is no printing available.  And so17

we need to plan accordingly.  What I thought we could18

probably do is take an extended lunch if we need to do19

that in lieu of having break rooms so that you all can20

retire to wherever you're going to be having lunch and21

do whatever conferring you need to do at that time.22

We should have a transcript of this23

pretrial available in about three days.  24

Now we need to talk a little bit about25
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exhibit lists.  For any exhibit numbers that are not1

used, we would like to have the exhibit list2

explicitly state exhibit number not used for that3

number.  For example, if you look at Applicant Exhibit4

45, the Staff Exhibit 117 says "reserved.  See5

Applicant Exhibit 45."  We would like for that to say6

"Exhibit number not used."  If there are any other7

instances like that, we would like for you to be sure8

and note that on your exhibit list.9

We also want to be sure that all exhibits10

containing redactions are described on your exhibit11

list in such a way that it is clear there is both a12

public and private version of the exhibit.  For13

example, STP 36 states "proprietary and redacted."14

And NRC 101 says "the staff filed both proprietary and15

redacted versions of this exhibit."  That nomenclature16

is fine.  But we just want to be sure that in all17

instances where there are two versions of the same18

exhibit, one public, one private that are filed, that19

it is clearly noted that way on the exhibit list.20

So with those minor revisions that we21

would like made, can you all get that done by say next22

Monday?23

MR. EYE:  This is Bob Eye.  Intervenors24

can do that, Your Honor.25
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MR. SPENCER:  Your Honor, this is Michael1

Spencer for the staff.  We can do that as well.2

JUDGE GIBSON:  Right.3

MR. FRANTZ:  Steve Frantz for the4

Applicant, we can do that.5

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay, great.  Thank you.6

We also need to address how we're going to proceed7

once the hearing commences as we did at our first8

hearing.  We plan to admit all of the exhibits at the9

start of the hearing unless there are objections to10

any of them.  And if there are, you will need to make11

your record at that time.12

In terms of how we will proceed on our13

examination of witnesses, I don't know if you all have14

any preferences or have discussed this among15

yourselves.  If you don't have one we will probably16

start with the Applicant's witnesses, then go to the17

Intervenors, then go to the staff and then conclude18

with any final questions we may have for the Applicant19

based on whatever information, questions we have that20

may have arisen in our examination of the Intervenors'21

and staff's positions.22

Do you all have any contrary preferences23

to that?24

MR. FRANTZ:  This is Steve Frantz for the25
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Applicant.  That is acceptable to us.1

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.2

MR. EYE:  Your Honor, this is Bob Eye.3

And I think that that will work fine.  We had hoped to4

have our witness stand cross on the first day.5

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay.6

MR. EYE:  And I'm assuming that cross on7

Applicant's witnesses will leave us enough time to get8

through our witness.  Is there any idea in terms of9

the duration of time that the Applicant's witnesses10

might take?11

JUDGE GIBSON:  I think that we can12

probably just make sure that we complete that on the13

first day.  We may not be able to get to the staff's14

witness on the first day, but that's fine because we15

had planned on doing the Intervenors' witnesses after16

the Applicant's witnesses.17

MR. EYE:  Very well, Your Honor.  I18

believe our witness has made plans or it's my19

understanding he was making plans to testify on Day 120

and would probably prefer that if we can do it.21

JUDGE GIBSON:  I'm sure we can accommodate22

that, Mr. Eye.  What we also planned to do is to23

obviously we want to keep as much of the hearing open24

as possible and what we would envision doing is having25
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a full, open session all day on Wednesday.  Then clear1

the courtroom late in the afternoon for our nonpublic2

portion and then start back up with the public portion3

on Thursday morning.  And if necessary, we would close4

part of the hearing on Thursday before closing5

arguments.6

In that regard, I want to emphasize that7

Judge Charbeneau, Judge Arnold, and I have worked very8

hard to try to separate the sheep from the goats, but9

I would like to ask you to let us know and be highly10

conscious of the fact that we might be asking11

questions that could drift into areas that should be12

addressed only during the closed session and you will13

need to be sure and call that to our attention.  And14

likewise, I think it would be helpful if you would15

instruct your witnesses to be conscious of this as16

well so that if in order to give a full and complete17

answer to one of our questions, it would be necessary18

for them to discuss matters that should only be19

addressed during the closed session that they let us20

know that and we can postpone our examination on that21

particular question or two until the closed session.22

MR. FRANTZ:  Judge Gibson, this is Steve23

Frantz.24

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes.25
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MR. FRANTZ:  Point of clarification on the1

timing of the proprietary sessions.2

JUDGE GIBSON:  Yes, sir.3

MR. FRANTZ:  The way you've described it,4

our witnesses may be done, for example, in the5

morning.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  Correct.7

MR. FRANTZ:  Of October 16th, for the8

public session.  You anticipate then going on to the9

Intervenors with the public session and then having10

our witnesses come back?11

JUDGE GIBSON:  That's correct.12

MR. FRANTZ:  Okay, for the proprietary13

sessions.14

JUDGE GIBSON:  That's correct.  I15

anticipate that's going to happen.  It's possible16

we'll get through all of the public portion on17

Wednesday and then we'll get to the nonpublic portion18

at the end of the day for everyone, but I doubt that19

will happen.  I suspect that the Applicant,20

questioning of the Applicant's witnesses, then the21

Intervenors' witnesses, then the nonpublic portion for22

both and then going to the staff portion, public23

portion on Thursday morning, the nonpublic portion24

after that and then any rebuttal we would have again,25
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I guess we'll just probably keep it closed at that1

point.  It probably won't be that extensive anyway.2

And then we would go into closing after that.3

Hopefully, the closing won't need to address these4

specific questions in detail that would cause a5

problem.6

In that regard, by the way, I think it is7

-- the closing arguments that you all give in this8

case will be very useful to us.  And I would like to9

set aside, I think, at least 20 minutes per side to do10

your closing.  At the same time, I'm not sure there's11

much useful that could be brought to our attention in12

opening, but if you all feel strongly to the contrary,13

please let us know that.  But otherwise, I think we14

probably would -- I think we probably would dispense15

with openings, go straight into the examination of16

witnesses after the exhibits are admitted and then17

like I said, having a closing that I think would be18

very helpful to us.19

I just said a whole lot of things.  Let me20

start with the Applicant, is there anything that21

sounds like that would pose a problem for you or do22

you have any concerns about that?23

MR. FRANTZ:  No, we can live with all of24

that, Judge Gibson, thank you.25
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JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  Intervenors?1

MR. EYE:  Likewise, Your Honor.  We're2

fine with that,3

JUDGE GIBSON:  Staff?4

MR. SPENCER:  Your Honor, this is Michael5

Spencer for the staff.  We are fine with that.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  Okay, great.  One other7

thing, if during the hearing something comes up and8

you need to introduce a new exhibit, be sure and bring9

an electronic copy with you and give it to Mr.10

Thurman.  By the way, Mr. Wilke is not going to be11

able to make this trip.  As you understand, we're12

having to cut back on our travel significantly because13

of the sequester, so Mr. Thurman is going to be doing14

double duty in that regard, so he can file it with EIE15

immediately, but be sure and do that, okay?16

Judge Arnold, is there anything else?17

JUDGE ARNOLD:  No, I have nothing.18

JUDGE GIBSON:  Judge Charbeneau?19

JUDGE CHARBENEAU:  I have nothing either.20

JUDGE GIBSON:  Counsel, is there anything21

else that you all need to raise with us?22

MR. FRANTZ:  Just very briefly, Judge23

Arnold, this is Steve Frantz.  We are proposing to24

have two witness panels.  Our first witness panel25
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would be Mark McBurnett and Jamie Seely and the second1

panel would be Sam Collins and Bob Woods.  Hopefully,2

that will acceptable to the Board and the parties?3

JUDGE GIBSON:  Intervenors, are you okay4

with that?5

MR. EYE:  Yes, sir.6

JUDGE GIBSON:  Staff?7

MR. SPENCER:  We have no objection.8

JUDGE GIBSON:  That will be fine, Mr.9

Frantz.  That will be fine.10

MR. FRANTZ:  Thank you very much.11

JUDGE GIBSON:  Would you just email that12

exactly how you want to proceed to Mr. Thurman so13

we'll be sure and make sure we're all on the same page14

with the same hymnal?15

MR. FRANTZ:  Yes, I will do that.  Thank16

you.17

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  Other than18

that, is there anything else you need to raise with19

us?20

MR. EYE:  This is Bob Eye for the21

Intervenors.  I believe we've covered everything, Your22

Honor.23

JUDGE GIBSON:  Thank you.  Staff.24

MR. SPENCER:  Your Honor, this is Michael25
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Spencer for the staff.  We agree with Bob, with Mr.1

Eye, that everything has been covered.2

JUDGE GIBSON:  Great.  Okay.  Well, if no3

one else has anything else, I guess we will stand in4

recess until hopefully October 16 or if not, until we5

have some money to do this.  Thank you so much.  Good6

day.7

(Whereupon, at 10:52 a.m., the prehearing8

teleconference was concluded.)9
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